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I am sure you are all familiar with the phrase or something similar ‘a

healthy mind dwells in a healthy body, health is a reflection of a

sound mind and body’. At NIS we want to encourage our students

to be fit, active and engage in physical activity and will endeavour

to provide opportunities which supports this concept. This week

Mr.Hassan has organised the start of the inter-grade Football

tournament taking place at lunch time. The students and staff have

been involved in the running of the event and students are really

excited about the competition. Thanks to Mr.Hassan for organising

the event which makes the school feel more like it is on its way

back to normality. 

EXECUTIVE PRINCIPAL 'S LETTER

The main focus this week has been careers week and we have arranged for parent guest

speakers to visit the school and talk to the students about their particular occupations and the

kinds of skills and experiences they need to be successful in specific occupations such as

dentistry, education, research, special needs, and medicine. Our students showed a real interest

in the presentation and asked intelligent questions to learn more about the guest speakers’

experiences. 

Many thanks to

- Mrs. Alissar Al Khatib (Assistant professor of Microbiology) 

- Dr. Sharif Abuelenin (Cardiologist)

- Dr. Basil Al-Amleh (Prosthodontist Specialist Dentist)

- Dr. Fouzi Slisli (Professor of Literature)

- Mrs. Amani Abu Khamseen ( Associate Doctor)

 who are the parent volunteers giving up their time to support the school.

The initiative has been organised by our councillors Mrs.Khoala and

Mrs.Rafia who have done a great job organising this. 



The assessment will be used to determine a final assessment

mark which will go on the term one reports. In addition to this

there will also be a teacher assessment mark which will be a

professional judgement made by the teacher about your child’s

academic performance during term one. This will include how

they have completed classwork, answered questions in lessons,

completion of smaller assessment task, assignments etc. The

reason for the two marks is to give you a better picture of their

performance, students sometimes do not do as well in

assessments as they have demonstrated during lessons and we

want you to have a fair picture of their achievement. Please note

you will only be able to review the report via the school parent

portal account ENGAGE, provided term one fees have been paid

in full.

On a final note, I would like to remind all parents about the NIS parent handbook which can be

found on the school website at http://nadaschool.edu.sa/parents/handbook01.html This contains

many details about the school which you should be aware of as a parent and encourage you to

familiarise yourself with the contents of this. 
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BA Ed. (Hons), MA.Ed, PTC, PENTA

Over the course of the next few weeks we will see the launch of the school student run magazine

the Inquisitor. This is a great opportunity for students to develop their research and organisational

skills as well as giving them a flavour of what it is like to work within the field of media and

journalism. I look forward to reading the first edition. 

The following dates are for you to keep in mind as we

move towards the final weeks of term one. Week 12 will

have the extended weekend break at the end of the

week, so the school will be closed on Thursday 25th

November. During week 13, starting on Sunday 28th

November the end of term assessments will begin, which

will cover all the content delivered in lessons so far this

term. Mr.Ansir and your child’s class teacher will be

sharing the schedule and the learning objectives covered

so you are aware of what they are being assessed on. 

http://nadaschool.edu.sa/parents/handbook01.html
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Thank you all G10 / 11 / 12 students for sending their registration details for the

Cambridge Assessment International Education (CAIE) May / June 2022 exam series.

Over the next few months, we will begin the registration process but before this, I

need to ensure that I can contact you via email as this will be my primary form of

communication outside of school.

An email and portal message was sent to all students and parents, can all students

reply to this email to confirm that they have received the email. Parents /

Guardians, could you also reply, so we know we have the correct email.

During this week, all G10-12 students were given examination selection forms.

These forms need to go home and be completed with parents. Students need to

select the examinations they intend to sit in May / June 2022. Once these are filled,

they need to give Mr. Ansir the form, so he can ensure all details have been filled

inaccurately, then the students must submit the form to the CASHIER (Mrs.

Zahraa) with full fees, so they can be registered for the examinations. Read all the

information on the forms carefully. Mrs. Zahraa is located in the Finance

department in the Admin building. Once all have completed the form and it has

been processed, Mr. Ansir will collect and proceed with the registration procedure.

All fees on the form have VAT (15%) included. Please remember to take a receipt

for any payment made.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Mr. Ansir.
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Grade 4 students investigated the change of  sound volume using a longGrade 4 students investigated the change of  sound volume using a long
cardboard tube and without it  directly  from the speakers of  the classroom tocardboard tube and without it  directly  from the speakers of  the classroom to

compare the vibrations and the volume with the tube and without it  .compare the vibrations and the volume with the tube and without it  .
Grade 5 students visited the science lab and conducted an experiment aboutGrade 5 students visited the science lab and conducted an experiment about

chemical  reactions with lemons.  They predicted,  observed and made achemical  reactions with lemons.  They predicted,  observed and made a
conclusion about chemical  reactions,  also they applied col laboration andconclusion about chemical  reactions,  also they applied col laboration and

communication whi le doing the experiment in group work.communication whi le doing the experiment in group work.   

CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

MAY / JUNE 2022 EXAM SERIES



An idiom is a phrase or an expression that has a
particular meaning that differs from the meaning

of the individual words.
Every week, I will be posting a new idiom. Students
need to research it's meaning, learn it and use it in

real-life situations during the week
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What idiom do you think the picture tells? 
and what does it mean?

 

Tell your English language teacher and win points.
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English Idiom of The Week

 
 

- Mohamed Abdulaziz - presenting some facts
about the British author J . K Rowling and her

masterpiece Harry Potter.
 

-Kareem Ahmed-composed a
wonderful poem 'The Country of the

Jasmine' to express a wave of
nostalgia for his homeland Syria.

- Ahmed Fouad - Reciting W. B Yeats's
wonderful poem 'The Lake Isle of Innisfree'



During their computer science class, the grade 7 students looked at different
flowcharts and discussed the difference between concrete and abstract algorithms.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To put this into practice, they developed a basic calculator which performs addition
only as the first stage on Scratch. Reflecting on this experience, they found that the

algorithm used was concrete and that we needed to make it more abstract. 
As a second stage, the students used multiple variables, If/Else, and different

operators to write a complex code. They ended up building calculators that perform
multiple operations as a final product. 
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Grade 7 designing their own calculators

NIS CAREERS WEEK
Career Days, unlike a traditional classroom lesson, give students opportunities

for deeper learning as they practice maintaining eye contact, offering a firm

handshake, speaking audibly and confidently, all skills not effectively taught with

books and worksheets. 

This year, Nada International School held its annual Careers Event on 17th and

18th November 2021.

The aim of this event was to give our G10 to G12 students some exposure to

professionals who have graduated from university and are now working in their

chosen field. The event went successful and the students felt excited about the

multiple speakers who volunteered their time and shared their expertise with

our students about their professions. Each with unique experiences/insights and

information assisted young people in making a decision about their own futures.

We also appreciate their skillful question & answer session. We hope we

continue to have such insightful events to equip our students with great life skills

and purposeful guidance.
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NIS CAREERS WEEK
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NIS STUDENT COUNCILNIS STUDENT COUNCIL
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NIS  CLASSES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
2 0 2 1 / 2 0 2 2
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This week wellbeing activity
emphasizes Mental health
Mental health includes our

emotional,  psychological,  and social
well-being. It affects how we think,

feel,  and act. It also helps
determine how we handle stress,

relate to others, and make choices.
Mental health is important at every

stage of life, from childhood and
adolescence through adulthood. 

 Teachers shared a youtube video
with the students to explain

different ways to boost their
Mental Health and did some

exercises to Support Mental Health. 


